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SCG003C 

Qualifying Race at the Nürburgring  

April 14th, 2015 

 

All the targets were achieved by Scuderia Cameron Glickenhaus’ SCG003C during the Qualifying 

Race that took place at the Nürburgring on 12th April, 2015. 

Both cars were qualified for the 24 Hours “Top 30”, while all SCG drivers were qualified to the 

race that will take place on 16th and 17th May, 2015. 

Noise issues were finally solved while the overall car reliability was proved, despite an electrical  

fault that prevent “Macchinadue” to compete in the race. 

The Team Drivers offered a brilliant performance: Lauck, Jahn and Franchitti qualified 

“Macchinauno” in 6th position, while Dobson, Westphal, Mutsch and Mailleux qualified 

Macchinadue in 4th position, leaving beyond some prestigious competitors.  

At the start of the race, Manuel Lauck brought Macchinauno to 2nd place and was able to keep 

this position  until the car was  black flagged as too loud. The noise issue was definitively solved 

at the pit box, by the fitting of new mufflers. 

Macchinauno then advanced from 61th to 13th position and won the SP-X Class. 

Lap time during the race was always at the level of top cars, confirming the car’s  performance 

and endurance potential. 

SCG003C Team will not run the VLN2 but will rather perform some additional test sessions with 

the objective of continuing the preparation to the 24Hour race. 
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Jim Glickenhaus said “We had a great weekend.  I was very happy with the speed of the cars in 

the Qualifying Race and that we've secured a place in the Top 30 Shoot-out for the 24 Hour 

Race which was our main goal.  The Organizers did a great job to ensure safety for all and I'm 

glad they're open to tweaking the new rules so that the teams can race safely and put on a 

good show.  I'm disappointed that we had an electrical wiring problem in Car#002 and really 

thank Bosch and Audi for trying so hard to help us.  Car#001 ran very well during the race and 

we moved up to P2 from Q6 when once again we were Flagged for being too loud.  We had 

made pre-race changes but more were needed so we pitted and fit even bigger mufflers.  We 

lost a lot of time and went back out at P62.  We fought back to finish 13th overall and 1st in 

Class and finished the 6 Hours without any mechanical issues.  We have a lot of work to do 

before the 24H but remain extremely hopeful that both cars will have a great race”. 

Car#002’s owner Chris Ruud added “SCG had several goals for the weekend and we 

accomplished those goals.  The team successfully worked hard to get both cars near the front of 

the grid.  Thank you to the organizers for working for a quick solution to be able to race this 

weekend.  While the weekend had challenges, I feel confident we will have two strong and 

competitive cars for the 24 Hour race in a few weeks” 

According to SCG003 Program Director Paolo Garella “the car development is positively 

progressing and is closer and closer to achieve the goal for a fast and reliable car. The team 

promptly responded to any recovery activity that had to be  performed on the cars during the 

race, which is extremely positive to the program”. 

“Wow, what a weekend!” said driver Manuel Lauck. “We were in Top5 in every session and 

especially during the race we could show our performance! It was a great feeling to be 2nd 

during my stint. The car is amazing, really looking forward to the 24H. Thank you to all the 

Team!” 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                                                            
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Marino Franchitti joined Manuel Lauck’s enthusiasm by saying “It was a great first "real" race 

for us, the car ran faultlessly for 6 hours which is incredible for such a new program. The speed 

was also impressive and we learned a huge amount that will allow us to be fully prepared for 

the 24hr.  Personally I hadn't raced at the Ring since 2009, so the near 3 hours I drove was 

really helpful. A big thank you to everyone in the team and my team mates for the fantastic 

result.”  

 

David Jahn  finally added “Also for me it was a good weekend. I had a lot of fun driving the SCG 

around the Nordschleife for many laps. The car is already much better than in VLN 1 and I´m 

sure the whole team is working hard to make the car even better for the 24h race. I´m already 

really looking forward to the race weekend. Thanks to everyone for their hard work!” 

 

The team is already back to work to let the next test drive taking place in the upcoming weeks. 

 

For any SCG003C further information, please refer to:  

 

www.scg003project.com and/or 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Scuderia Cameron Glickenhaus and/or   

 

Instagram/Scuderia_Cameron_Glickenhaus, and/or e-mail to: 

 
scg003c@gmail.com  
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